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Walking around my neighborhood I see a lot of “We Love our Seniors” signs. They 

were put up for the high school graduates, but it makes me think of our older 

seniors as well. 

When the Covid-19 crisis began, there were some who were not thinking so 

lovingly of older adults, but rather were more than willing to sacrifice our older 

seniors for the economy—the greater good, as they put it. This didn’t play well 

even in Peoria, as people seem to love their grandparents. 

But do we love our seniors, not just in this unique time that we are living through, 

but in general? 

Generational turnover is one theme in this week’s Torah portion. Last week we 

were reading about the early years of the desert wanderings, but now we seem to 

be approaching the Promised Land. Miriam dies and the people lack water. Aaron 

dies and the people mourn for a month. There is real loss associated with the 

passing of the earlier generation. Then the reality that Moses will not enter the 

land of Canaan sinks in, and Moses asks God to appoint a successor. 

At various times over the past 30 years, our Jewish community has undertaken to 

consider whether we are prepared for the aging of our local residents. For a while 

in the aughts, a Jewish Council on Aging met with representatives of the different 

agencies that worked with older adults. 



We recognized that Chai House was not the solution to all the housing needs of 

older adults but have been able to make only minor adjustments. There are no 

other very local Jewish alternatives, though there is the Moldaw Residences in 

Palo Alto. We took note of the likely increase in the senior population as the baby 

boomers age and considered what the impact would be on our congregations and 

other organizations as some choose to leave the area in retirement and others 

stay to age in place. Temple members working with others in the general 

community explored, perhaps prematurely, whether a Jewish “Avenidas” village 

would be possible. This has been successful in LA where Jewish density is greater, 

offering the kind of practical support that allows people to remain in their homes 

and communities. 

Non-Jewish groups also noticed that change would be coming. PACT, People 

Acting in Community Together, with the encouragement of our Shir Hadash 

Organizing Committee, advocated for increased spending for transportation for 

the elderly. Local municipalities like Los Gatos took an interest in issues related to 

aging too. In 2017 Los Gatos undertook to earn certification from the World 

Health Organization as an age-friendly city. They evaluated the community in 

terms of various domains: transportation, housing, social and civic participation, 

respect, employment, communication, community support, health services, and 

outdoor public spaces and buildings. Maybe you had the opportunity to 

participate in the interviews they did at that time. Recommendations were made 

to give consideration to seniors and their needs in future construction as well as 

planning. At one point the housing to be built in the North 40 was aimed at 

retirees who might want to leave their larger homes and move into accessible 



condos—though I believe the elevators making these homes accessible 

disappeared when there were complaints about the height of the buildings. 

Just before the onset of the coronavirus, our local Federation approved a grant to 

Shir Hadash to fund a part-time concierge to help with transportation issues for 

older adults along with some funding to help defray transportation costs. We 

know that some of our regulars were no longer able to drive or drive at night, 

keeping them from participating. We were to be the pilot, and then the program 

would be expanded to the entire local Jewish community. Unfortunately, with the 

shelter-in-place, we are all at home now, so we will not be able to begin the 

program on schedule on July 1. 

My interest in making our community age-friendly began several decades ago, but 

now it is merging into self-interest. I noticed that healthy and active retirees 

represent a great source of participation and volunteerism for our congregations. 

At the time I graduated from rabbinical school, synagogues were being called to 

task for offering only pediatric Judaism, programming only for children and their 

families. When the kids grew up, the parents felt there was nothing for them in 

the synagogue and they left. I think we have grown a great deal since those times, 

both as a Jewish community and as a congregation. The Jewish world is happy to 

welcome families like Rianna, Connor, and Louise, and has lots to offer. But we 

also value the engagement of Louise’s grandparents and their whole generation, 

who have so much talent and skill to offer our community. 

LeDor Va Dor—From Generation to Generation—is the theme song of Jewish life. 

I saw my parents taking care of my grandparents and understood my role as the 



time came. I experienced my grandparents pouring their love out on me and am 

glad to step up in this role as well. 

LeDor Va Dor—From Generation to Generation—is a reminder not only that 

generations come and go but that generations remain committed to each other. 


